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In any student environment, concerns surging to the forefront include the
ability to organize as fast and effortlessly as possible. The advent of mobile
devices and various Apps by developers has opened up new and exciting
capabilities. People are increasingly using their smart devices for organizing and
sharing data. The overabundance of Apps on App Stores make it challenging to
inform users about the precise benefits and intended purpose behind an App.
Resources such as this article aim to provide a better glimpse into the benefits
and purpose behind Mobility Organizing. Developers spend countless hours and
lines of code, to architect solutions. However, only the few truly innovative and
useful Apps are the ones that people seek and download. A great app should
not only be reliable, but also be easy to use and highly Optimized in addressing
specific “Pain Points” that users wish to solve. In this article, you will learn
about one such extremely useful Organizer simply called EZ Notes (optimized
for Smartphones).
In developing EZ Notes, the following important questions guided the
development of EZ Notes for Android. The developer asked himself:






Is all Software the Same?
Does it Matter what environment (setting) the Software will be used in?
Are there differences between Apps tuned for Smartphones vs. Tablets?
Does it matter how quickly and easily data is created and accessed?
Are all Notes and changes made to those notes made in the same way?

With EZ Notes, all these sorts of questions were examined carefully, in order to
best address the needs of our target audience. Unsurprisingly, all software is
NOT the same! Organizing Techniques and strategies vary depending on the
software and the platform being utilized. Software such as EZ Notes (optimized
for fast use on a smartphone) needed to work differently than software
designed for Tablets (due to form factor and hardware differences). Although
many Apps might claim that they are suited for ALL form factors, the reality is

often quite different. In general, Apps are usually suited (optimized) for one
type of form factor experience versus others. Furthermore, we also need to
understand that apps optimized for everyday Organizing needs clearly need to
behave differently than say a Spreadsheet App, a Social media App, or a Fitness
App. Different scenarios and environments require different solutions and
methodologies for accessing and changing data. So for example, a Spreadsheet
App designed to keep track of customer inventory data, will likely take more
time and attention to enter and modify customer input fields, versus an
everyday organizer that needs to address portability, speed, and daily comfort.
With the aforementioned considerations in mind, we now discuss the amazing
advantages and focus behind EZ Notes for Mobile Organizing. We examine some
typical “Pain Points” and truths about the fast paced demanding lifestyles of a
student that EZ Notes addresses. In addition, we discuss a few specific features
that help explain why EZ Notes makes the best Companion App for students.
There are several important truths and considerations concerning Student Life:
 There is a lot of information and events for students to keep track of.
 Time is short and extremely valuable.
 University students (friends) are often geographically dispersed in various
campus locations and need the ability to share data and plan meetings.
 Students attend a fixed set of courses and are expected to be organized
 It’s extremely impractical (and uncomfortable) for a student to constantly
have to reach for pen and paper to quickly create and find Notes.
Backpacks are heavy and burdensome to constantly lift, open, then close
 Students need convenient tools helping them organize their Schedules,
Lecture Notes, Assignments, and be able to share vital data with friends.
We can see that there are quite a lot of these sorts of mobility challenges that
face any student, at any level of learning. A typical university student enrolls in
perhaps 3 or 4 courses per Quarter/Semester. However, with each course there
is often accompanying Labs, Instructor Office Hours, TA Office hours,
Assignments, and many other campus related news and events to keep track of.

Hence, a student with 4 classes finds him/her self with more like 12 – 15 classes
to keep track of. And they need to process and organize all that information
quickly and effortlessly in their highly mobile and dynamic student
environment. An Organizer for such an environment needs to be fast and
extremely convenient at keeping pace with the student. Such an organizer also
needs to save tremendous time and effort for creating, finding and accessing
data. Always scribbling Notes using traditional Pen and Paper is no longer
sufficient and convenient for the modern active student. They need a great
companion App that keeps toe-to-toe with their demanding schedules.
Having discussed some of the “Pain Points” in a typical student schedule (and
the great need to organize quickly and easily), we now introduce and examine
EZ Notes in a nutshell. As mentioned, EZ Notes is an Android (smartphone
optimized) solution. This means that while EZ Notes does run fine on an
Android Tablet, it is most suited and optimized for the smaller form factor of a
smartphone. And this is a good thing because Smartphones are far more
popular and ubiquitous than Tablets. The lightweight and slim nature of a
smartphone, make it an ideal device for portability and convenience. Hence, EZ
Notes was developed and optimized for that platform.
When a user launches EZ Notes, the very first thing they notice is how Clean,
uncluttered, and inviting the App feels on their Smartphone (compared to other
Apps). EZ Notes loads instantly with zero hindering sign-ins or sign-ups. There
are zero annoying Advertisements to drain the user’s battery charge, or distract
the student from focusing on tasks at hand! The use of nice large icons and
fonts, along with very cool layout colors, immediately gives the user a sense of
Welcome and Control over their App. Furthermore, users appreciate having ALL
the main functions right up top within EZ Instant Reach of their fingertips. All
these are unique and deliberate design consideration of EZ Notes, because
many Apps exhibit excessive digging, clicking, searching and looking around for
accomplishing simple daily tasks. EZ Notes places all functions conveniently up
top, where the user’s eyes are naturally looking most of the time. Furthermore,
by placing all functions within Instant Reach, EZ Notes saves great time, while
completely eliminating the need for any Hidden “Navigation Drawers.” A

student need not bother spending time learning anything extra, nor having to
hassle clumsily prying open (pulling open) any hidden sorts of UI elements every
time they need to accomplish a task. EZ Notes uses fantastic Voice feedback to
give App status alerts, along with a cool “Head-Up” display unit up top, to
indicate user and software performed actions! Tapping the EZ Folders icon
immediately reveals the status of all Notes in various folders, instantly available
to the user for processing. Such features in EZ Notes serve help users stay
aware and alert, while boosting their: Speed, Comfort, Mobility, and User
Productivity (confidence). Few smartphone Apps offer this level of automation
and convenience customizations for the user. This is because everything in EZ
Notes was painstakingly designed from scratch, to be as Direct and Effortless as
possible (thereby making EZ Notes truly non-intimidating and a wonderful place
to spend your time in under any circumstance.)
We now turn our attention to a bit more detail about what specific features are
unique to EZ Notes, and custom tailored for high automation. Indeed, one of
the best facilities in EZ Notes for instantly recording memos and quick thoughts
is its award winning Voice Recognition Capabilities. The student can speak a few
quick sentences of thought in English while on-the-go (and short on time)
completely “Hands-Free.” These voice notes Pop-Up and save immediately on
the Screen (without requiring any interaction or use of the editor up front). For
example, perhaps a student needs to rapidly create a memo about a Quiz in
Physics on Friday on the topic of Optics and calculating reflection and refraction
angles. They can create such notes very quickly and easily using natural spoken
language. Then later (at a time of convenience), they can single tap the Note
item to enter the “EZ Editor,” where they can type or speak additional relevant
details about the exam (and easily share with classmates.) The “Hands-Free”
nature of Voice Notes in EZ Notes, make it extremely automatic and ideal tool
for mobility and smartphone convenience. All notes (with the exception of Color
Canvas Sketches) are stored in the most efficient lightweight (text-based
fashion), so help conserve great Storage Space and avoid burdening the
student’s smartphone Resources. Mainstream Apps store large Audio Clip files
and Photos, which quickly take up precious space.

Another very handy benefit of the EZ Editor is that there’s no hassle or
bloatware to distract or otherwise hinder productivity. With a single tap on a
Back Arrow on the top toolbar, the user instantly exits the Editor and
simultaneously saves their Note (complete with an updated date time stamp).
Many such automatic “single-tap” features in the product help save time and
effort for students. In addition to these types of “Single-Tap” automatic
functionalities, EZ Notes provides many other conveniences such as: Swift Swipe
Gestures, Automatic Archival, Automatic Trash Bin, Instant EZ Folders, Rapid
Searching, Automatic Sharing, Cross App communication, Web Services, and
beyond ! The comprehensive set of Web Services include: Sharing notes,
searching the web, Shopping Amazon, Price Comparisons using NexTag,
Travelocity, Ebay, Facebook, Dictionary Lookup, Medical Terminology, and
more. EZ Notes is one of the only Apps that empowers the user with a wide
host of these kinds of “Web Services” and capabilities.
In conclusion, we have seen that Organizing effectively on different platforms
and in mobile scenarios, requires software specifically engineered and
optimized to keep pace with your needs and help expedite your life. EZ Notes is
a new modern App that was specifically designed and optimized to be the most
focused and EZ to use smartphone Organizer of its kind. We have overviewed
the enormous benefits for students who need to instantly create, search and
share Data, in their fast paced environment. Hence, EZ Notes is one of few (if
not only Apps) that perfectly addresses today’s demands for high efficiency,
cloud connectivity, mobility, and speed of task execution. That’s precisely why
so many users who are downloading EZ Notes are rating this App so favorably
for such the many benefits it delivers. Families use it for shopping and payment
reminders, Lab technicians use it for organizing critical lab data & tasks,
Students use it for School, and Health Care professionals use it to organize their
tasks and vital patient care information. Few other Organizers offer such a fast
and well-rounded set of features for a enjoyment by Everyone on their
smartphone. Unsurprisingly, due to all the aforementioned benefits, EZ Notes is
quickly growing happy world-wide customers.

